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Over 520 beautiful color photographs display the fine quality, distinctive, handmade, modern
glassware produced by the Viking Glass Company of New Martinsville, West Virginia, from 1944 to
1970. Viking animals, baskets, candelabras, novelties, smoking items, tablewares, and vases are
shown in various patterns, cuttings, etchings, and other decorations, including Banford, Burlap,
Crackle, Encore, Meadow Wreath, Three Foils, and Viking Star. Thorough listings of the Viking
product lines, from Ancestral to Tundra, are accompanied by a company history, an extensive
bibliography, index, and current market values. This book is a must for everyone with an
appreciation for fine quality glassware.
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As a glass collecting enthusiast I have read my share of collecting books through the years, and I
have to say that this is the most visually appealing and informative books I have ever read. Viking
made beatiful and colorful pieces of glass, and Dean Six's book captures the beauty of the glass
while putting the pieces in a logical and historical context.I highly recommend this book not only for
the serious Viking collector, but for anyone who collect glass, is interested in history or enjoys a
beautiful decorative arts book.

Beautifully compiled by Dean Six, the Schiffer edition of Viking Glass 1944-1970 is a superbly

organized and presented collector's price guide enhanced with more 520 color photographs of the
exceptional, painstakingly handmade glassware produced by the Viking Glass Company of New
Martinsville, West Virginia from 1944 to 1970. Glorious color and design mark virtually every page of
this beautiful display volume which will prove an invaluable reference for professional dealers and
dedicated collectors.

As a person very attracted to the colors & shapes of Viking Glass, I have enjoyed this book
immensley! I have been able to identify most all pieces in my collection from this book and learned
about new patterns, colors, shapes to look for in the future! I'm also looking forward to seeing a new
book that covers 70's & beyond! Hope he's working on one! Thank you Dean Six!

Love this reference book...I find myself going back to it again and again, not just for the research but
for the outstanding photos as well. Great background information on the company itself and easy to
understand! LOVE IT!

This book has beautiful pictures and lots of catalog pages. Gives good history on the pattern.
However, the price guide is lacking. The price guide is listed under the information about a piece.
The cuttings, etchings, and decorations made are not priced at all. The pictures in this section are
catalog pages.

This is a catalog of pieces produced by the Viking Glass Company of West Virginia from 1944-1970.
As such, it consists mainly of pictures and listing of item numbers. The pictures consist of
photographs that I presume were shot for this book, as well as small reproductions of pages from
the company's catalogs and advertisements. The book begins with a brief history, and includes a
bibliography, a list of Viking workers, and a somewhat erratic index.My review is biased by the fact
that I was primarily interest in their overlay glass, which this books covers rather poorly. The
pictures are not terribly good (you could do better looking online) and there are no entries in the
index. The cut, etched and engraved glass is best viewed in the small reproductions of the original
catalog. Unfortunately, the photographer did not use their technique of presenting these against a
dark background and one can barely see the designs. I am surprised: Schiffer usually does much
better than this.The other glass is fairly well presented, with examples of various colors and styles.

I purchased this book in hopes of helping me learn about my new obsession.....orange & green

viking glass vases!! This book has fantastic pictures and descriptions of the many different vases,
fakes and closely related brand vases. It is even much better than a website found on the internet
and I can drool oven the gorgeous vases whenever I want to! It's been a huge help! And it was
swiftly delivered!! :)

It was good I love the photos and descriptions on every page,perfect for what I was looking for,
loved how it shows the different base shapes very easy to nderstand
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